HIDDEN DOOR FESTIVAL 2014

Friday 8th March – Saturday 16th March
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/EVENT OVERVIEW
* An arts festival that sets out
to temporarily transform the
24 disused vaults of Market
Street, Edinburgh in radical
and creative ways for the
public to enjoy.

o Two distinct and different
bars selling quality beverages,
including some of the best
new Scottish produce. One
will function more as a cocktail
bar.

* It lasts 9 days from Frdiay 7th
March – Saturday 15th March
2014, and will be open from
noon to midnight.

o A café space selling hot
drinks and snacks.

* The festival will be a dynamic
platform for the best new
breakthrough creative talent
based in Scotland, featuring
over 50 live music acts, 90
visual artists, a full programme
of performing arts, a cinema
space showing the work of new
film makers and animators,
and a programme of readings
by writers, as well as seminars,
talks and discussions.
* The event is based around the
theme of Regeneration which
will be explored in different
ways by the contributors.
* The unique atmospheric
spaces of the vaults will be
transformed into:
o Two 200-capacity live music
venues with state of the art
sound and light, plus a third
‘secret’ live music venue
for more intimate music
performances.
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o A Performance
Space

Theatre

o A cinema space
o Immersive art installations
* The street area around the
vaults will be transformed into
a friendly, welcoming festival
site, with temporary structures,
an artistic fence made of
reclaimed materials, food
vans, art work and outdoor
performances.
* The festival will be free during
the day until 6pm, and then
it will be a ticket-entry only
event, with different tickets
being sold for each uniquelyprogrammed evening.
* There will be a series of
after parties organised in
conjunction with the event at
Some of Edinburgh’s most
exciting nightclubs.

* The site will be powered and
lit up, and will be visible from
many different vantage points
in Edinburgh city centre.
* The event will feature a
highly
creative
publicity
project, utilizing the incredible
amount of talent of the visual
artists involved.
There is huge interest in
this event from the creative
networks of Scotland, and
the idea of staging such a
diverse and rich event, in a
not-for-profit framework in
such a distinctive site that is
currently disused, but will soon
be developed has caught the
imagination of many people.
This event hopes to create a
space to stimulate the public’s
imagination for the life of
this city, the creativity that
thrives here, and the amazing
possibilities for what it can be.

/WHO WE ARE
Hidden Door is a not-for-profit
arts production company, set
up as a Community Interest
Company limited by guarantee,
(Registered Company number:
463355) which means that all
profits made are reinvested in
the next event.
It was set up to provide a
set of exciting and inspiring
opportunities for emerging and
breakthrough talent in Scotland
that would encourage a D.I.Y
attitude to arts production that
didn’t depend on government
funding to operate.
The aims of Hidden Door are
to:
* Deliver a range of the
arts to the general public
through events that create an
exciting, innovative and highimpact audience experience,
and bring about a deeper
engagement with the arts as
a result.
* Provide opportunities to
showcase the best new creative
work being made in Scotland,
and support emerging creative
practitioners.
* Encourage new innovative

collaborative projects across
art forms through the staging
of events.

myriad projects that go to
making the event special and
spectacular.

* Develop a model for the arts
that can deliver high-quality,
ground-breaking events that
raises its own revenue and
pays for itself.

By the time it opens to the
public, the Hidden Door
Festival will involve over 350
artists, musicians, film makers,
writers,
performers
and
volunteers, and by providing
them with an opportunity to
build something together for
the benefit of the cultural
life of Scotland in general,
will not only be empowering
for the artists and creative
involved, but create a fantastic
atmosphere adding to the
amazing audience-experience,
and ultimately send a pulse of
energy into Scotland’s creative
scene. Hidden Door will be
a healthy kick for the cultural
sector in general.
For more information see
www.hiddendoorblog.org

Ethos:
Hidden Door is run by a team
of volunteers who organise the
events. Creative practitioners
apply to contribute, and
if selected, contribute as
volunteers. No one gets
paid, but the organisation
pays expenses for projects,
raising revenue through ticket
sales, food and drink sales,
and sponsorship. If a music
act is booked that will sell a
significant amount of tickets,
we will pay fees for that act to
contribute.
Hidden Door exists to develop
a D.I.Y approach to the arts,
so everyone involved in the
project will help make the event
happen, through contributing
to publicity projects, preparing
and setting up the site,
stewarding and helping to
organise and execute all the

Contact:
hiddendoorblog.org

admin@

David Martin 07989 748108
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/SITE PLAN
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/ARTISTS
IMPRESSION

vault one
David Lemm

I plan to use one of the smallest
vaults as a platform to project
animated loops which interact
directly with the walls of the
vault. The work will consist of
moving forms that represent
unseen
entities/spectres/
bacteria that have been awoken/
made visible with the opening
of the vaults, with the audience
able to catch a glimpse of what
may reside within the space
when the doors are closed.

vault two
Miriam Mallalieu

An almost
scientific
exploration
of the
city as an
organic
organism.
The city as
lichen: time,
process and
symbiosis.
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vault three

Rachel McBrinn and Alison Piper
Our project involves
a video installation
and mirrored floor,
creating the illusion
of a cylindrical
space. The vault is
tunnel-like though
leads nowhere, We
would like to present
visual possibilities
for an alternative
ending.

vault four

The Artist Book Group and Davy Forsyth
Accumulated Iterations

We propose to install within our vault a collaborative
work combining calligraphy, wall/floor based drawings,
textiles, book structures and projection.
Susie Leiper (calligraphy): I plan to paint text relevant
to the vaults, or visitors’ reactions to them, on the
doors.
Lynda Wilson (drawing): A large drawing which would
change over the course of the event. The closes,
the vaults drawn over them, the whole scraped and
painted over for the future: a palimpsest of the history
and future of the site.
Liza Green (textiles): Cloth and clothing as memory:
a textile installation reflecting on past occupants of
the closes
Susie Wilson (artist books): A series of artist book
structures in response to the vaults
Felicity Bristow (projection): A small intervention which
would work amongst the other larger pieces proposed
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vault five

Jill Martin Boualaxai and Stephanie Daughtry
Combining archaeological reference
with visual imagery, found objects
and spoken word, we will carry
out a survey within the boundaries
of a specific area of the city
(including the Market St Vaults),
exploring both the historical and
contemporary significance of the
site. Encompassing the multifaceted
space of vault no. 5, our findings
will be displayed through large
scale drawings and found objects,
interwoven with the aural history of
discovered memories through text
and sound installation.

vault six
Bronwen Sleigh
I will use the
space to show
new sculpture
and print inspired
by industrial and
modern architecture.
I will make a print
installation (perhaps
on the back wall)
and make large
sculptural pieces
using materials such
as cement, wire and
wood for the rest of
the space.
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vault seven

Henry, Paul and Ben Martin
Through various practical, optical, musical
and experimental means, I hope to take
one of the vault spaces and try to affect its
dissolution. Painting onto the unprepared
brick surface with an array of mediums,
carefully controlling perspective lines,
focus and illusion of focus, real and illusive
brightness and shadow, and colour, I hope to
create in the vault a sort of alternate logic of
pattern, contradicting the existing space while
supported by it. A pattern superimposed;
aural and visual, strong enough to play
against the bulk and presence of the vault,
to momentarily bewilder the eye, confuse the
senses and interrupt the reality of the space.

vault eight

Khalid Alsayed and Holly Prentice
The work that I
will be showing
is the result
of some of
my practical
research. Much
of the research
has been spent
considering
notions such as;
perhaps there is
no such thing as
the material vs.
the digital.
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vault nine
Fiona Mc Gurk
A multidisciplinary
installation of visual
artworks inspired by
a six month residency
at CMAC. Placement
of the works, one in
relation to another is
significant suggesting
equivalences
between one
fragment next to
another, rather
than one thing after
another.

vault ten
David Martin

I paint people and places in such a
way that image often breaks apart
and creates a sense of change
and flux. I often use photographs
of strangers for my paintings and
for Hidden Door I want to ask
members of the public to send me
pictures of strangers they have
taken and I will perhaps pick three
for three big new paintings I will
make for the event, and show all
the photographs too along with
workings , sketches, and notes for
the paintings.
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vault eleven
Alan Bond
I think of the
new version of
this piece as
an inversion
of what you
see now. The
structure will
be concealed
behind a
facade and the
content of the
piece will only
be revealed
from within the
interior

vault twelve

Jessica Ramm and the Secret Music Venue
This vault will feature a light
and glass installation by
Jessica Ramm, and will
function as an intimate live
music venue for unique
performances of unamplified,
acoustic and experimental
music, curated by S.I.N.K
and Davno, among others. It
will also feature spoken word
performances and unique
collaborative events.
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vault thirteen

Dave Murray-Rust and Rocio Jugenfeld
We’re going to
fill a dark vault
with lots of small
robot flowers, who
are constantly
searching for light,
and communicate
by sending out
beams of light.
Then we’ll give
people torches to
go in there and
play with them…

vault fourteen
Stephanie Burt

Dependent on the
agreed location, I would
then select materials to
respond accordingly.
Painting on site will
occur as well as lighting
would be integral to the
work. Past materials
that I have worked with
include- wood, glass,
rope, thread, wire, tubes,
wooden frames, wire,
mesh, ribbons, metal.
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vault fifteen
Harriette Yarrington

I make small scale fabric
sculptures that are reproductions
of organic matter like animal
skulls, these have also been
translated in to bronze to explore
the dichotomy between these
two mediums, but also between
museum collections and
conservation. The other aspect of
my work is installation, creating
an environment for the work,
that’s a cross between a museum
archives and a studio.

vault sixteen
Matthew Storstein
I work from
the things
around me,
normal things
- ridiculous
and mysterious
and beautiful.
I try to paint
them, they shift
and collapse
and become
something
else.
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vault seventeen
Hidden Cinema
Vault 17 will be transformed
into a dedicated cinema
space for the duration of
the festival. Each day will
feature a programme of
films selected and curated
by a different guest film
organisation, or curated by
the hidden Door Film Team
around a theme.
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So far, the Hidden Cinema
is aiming to feature
programmes by
• Alchemy Film Festival
• Edinburgh Short Film
Festival
• Challenge for Change
• Write Shoot Cut
• Take One Action
• Film Poem
• Animations Day
• ...and a Horror Night

vault eighteen
Liam McLaughlan
This installation
will consist of
constructed corridors
including film pieces
as extensions of
the space itself as
opposed to a setting
for a film or a cinema
space. The film
pieces will serve as
a continuation of the
viewer’s experience
in this space.
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vault nineteen and twenty one
Music at the Hidden Door

Hidden Door will
feature 3 live music
venues.
2 of the larger vaults
will be set up with state
of the art PA systems,
lights, and projection
screens. The smaller
third venue, Vault 12
will feature a series of
intimate unamplified
performances
throughout the week.

based promotion
team or record label,
and will have its own
distinctive character,
with 5 or 6 live acts
being booked each
night to play across the
2 main music venue
vaults, with surprise
appearances in the
unamplified vault.

music plan
Each evening will
feature a music
programme curated by
a different Edinburgh-
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Names will be
announced nearer
the time as publicity
material is released,
featuring headline
bands and acts
with a national and

international profile,
supported by the best
breakthrough acts from
around Scotland.
There will be music
during the day also,
featuring a wide range
of musical styles,
from string quartets to
global folk ensembles,
experimental
compositions and
film-music orchestras,
all put on to create an
exciting atmosphere
and experience for the
public.

vault twenty
Hidden Door Bar

The running of the main bar will
be outsourced to an independent
Edinburgh-based company who have
already established a reputation for
setting up and running successful
bars, and regenerating premises. The
bar company will hold the license on
behalf of Hidden Door.
The Bar will be sponsored and
supplied by by several high quality

drinks companies.
The vault will feature a specially
designed bar by artist Donald Watson,
which will utilize the whole space of the
vault.
The walls of the vault will be
transformed by artist Paula Petroll.
The space will feature artwork by
Deirdre Macleod.
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vault twenty two
Café/Bar and Seminar Space

There will be a second
bar in vault 22 which
will serve as a café
during the day selling
hot drinks and snacks,
with tables and chairs to
create an indoors space
for refreshing and
socializing. The vault
space will be extended
by the temporary
structure designed
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by Oliver Chapman
architects (see pp
____<Architects’
impression>) creating
more covered space for
the public to relax in.
Seminar Space – This
vault will serve as the
venue for a series of
talks, discussions and
symposiums, featuring
invited speakers, artists,

planners and architects
discussing the festival’s
theme of Regeneration.
The Café/Bar will
function as an exhibition
space featuring a
curated mix of wallbased work, alongside
some large installations
that will create an
exciting dynamic in this
large space.

Zone Architects

A Secret Club

Ginny Elston

Finton Ryan

Daniel Cook

Natasha Todd

Adam Cavill

Agatha Albert

Claire Simpson

vault twenty two

Café/Bar and Seminar Space Continued...

Jenny Drewitt

Ben Davies Jenkins

Jenny Boyd

Pete Johnson
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Project Space
The Project Space
contains a rotating
programme of various
performing and exhibiting
artists throughout the
day and into the evening
over all eight days of the
Festival. The programme
includes spoken word,
theatre, installation,
live music, film and
dance from a number of
individuals and collectives
from Edinburgh, Glasgow,
London and beyond.
Sometimes an intimate
limited capacity audience
experience, at times
an all-day installation,
but always an exciting,
eclectic and unique
collection of talented
projects working
alongside each other to
create one of the most
exciting spaces within the
festival.
Vox Liminis (Alison Urie) –
Visual art installation
The Hydra (Charmaine
Gilbert) - Theatre
Scale (Colin Bramwell) –
Spoken word
Charnel House (Douglas
Strang) – Performance art
Housing (Emma Brierly) –
Performance art
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Captain Lightfoot
(Emma Pratt) – Visual art
installation

Vision Mechanics (Symon
Macintyre) – Puppetry and
Performance

Outdoors: an installation
(GS Smith) – Spoken word
and Installation

Ocean All Over & Physical
Theatre Scotland (Simon
Abbott) – Performance art

Auditory Hallucinations,
Creative Electric (Heather
Marshall) - Theatre

The Enemies Project
(Steven Fowler) – Spoken
word

The BOAR Collective
(Lorcan Doherty) – Music

The Grey Earl (Jon
Bishop) – Music and
Visual art

All at Sea (Martin Cathcart
Froden) – Visual art, Music
and Spoken word
Paton | Gribbin (Nick
Paton) – Film
Olof Ohlson – Music/
Poetry/Sound installation
The Riot Project (Paddy
Hare) – Improvised
performance
Dirt (Rosanna Hall) –
Theatre
Bone Garden (Tara
Hodgson) – Performance
art
Outgrowth (Michal
Szwagrzyk) – Visual art
Naughtry Boys (Ryan Van
Winkle) – Spoken word
and music

Karen Gabbitas – Film
Emma Macleod – Film
Julia James Griffiths –
Dance
Tim Chandler and Ryan
Watson – Performance
Matthew Collings – Music
and visual art
Maria-Luisa Brzezicki –
Dance and Performing
arts
Tom Hurst – Music and
Performing arts
Fabrizio Protestad
Andueza – Film and
Performance

vault twenty four
Green Room/Back Stage
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/OUTDOORS PROJECTS
There will be a range of artistic
projects situated around the
site outside the vaults

ART WORK ON FENCES, WALLS AND DOORS/

Too Much Fun Club

Blameless

Sculpture installed on Site

David Cass
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Caroline Inckle
Art Projects Moving
Through the Site and
Interacting with the public
Physical Theatre Scotland
and Ocean All Over

Ocean All Over - Olivia Norris, Esther Wakelin, Paloma Proudfoot

Collaborative Projects Using the Site
Keep.Release - Jenny Salmean, Harry
Van der Bospoort, Will Corner, Robin
Richardson, Sarah Lawrence
Totes Colo - Carolyn Barrett, Annie Lord,
Roween Suess, Richard Taylor, Catriona
Whiteford
Chroma - Esther Wakelin, Olivia Norris,
Paloma Proudfoot

Constructions and Temporary Structures
(see page 30)

Oliver Chapman Architects, Morvern
Odling and Jill Kirkham, Mary Walters,
Sue Macauley and Helen Stephenson

Sound Installations
Mike Saunders
Alex Auld-Smith
Ruaridh Allen
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/THE VEILED VAULT
Oliver Chapman
Architects are designing
a temporary structure
to attach to the cafe/bar
space of vault 22, which
will serve as a covered,
waterproof gathering
area, extending the
social space of the vault,
but also creating an
iconic landmark as the
translucent polythene
structure will be filled
with a diffuse light,
creating a glowing,
freestanding vault.

/TESTIMONIALS

Hidden Door has been
both a beating heart and a
lightening rod for the grass
roots arts scene in Edinburgh
and beyond. It has both
sustained and focussed the
next generation of visual
artists, film makers, musicians,
programmers, poets, venue
managers. They are not waiting
for the established scene to
let them in. They are already
doing great things on their own
terms. To ignore Hidden Door
would be to ignore the future of
the arts in Scotland.”
(Edd McCracken, The Herald)
“Hidden Door truly is a defiant
celebration of the city’s cultural
community.”
(Andrew Eaton, arts editor, The
Scotsman)
Hidden Door was created as
much for the audiences as
for the participants to create
a new experience for people
to enjoy and create art in. The
festival has been fuelled by
various collaborations between
artists, musicians, poets and
film-makers and the result is a
multi-sensory experience for
everyone involved.
(BBC Radio Scotland)
“Hidden Door is going to be
awesome.”
(The List)
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/PAST EVENTS
Hidden Door 1: January 2010: The first ‘mini-festival’ with 40 artists, 35 bands, 10 poets and 10
film makers. The venue, The Roxy Arthouse, was completely transformed over 3 levels into a giant
maze with a hidden stage, and other created environments. 2000 tickets were sold.
Hidden Door 2: October 2010: The second Hidden Door Festival set out to establish collaborative
practice at the heart of the event. It involved over 80 artists, 50 bands, 20 poets and over 20 film
makers and collaborative projects were created across all disciplines. The same building was
utilized completely differently, with
spaces featuring 5 custom-built stages
in the round in the huge Roxy Hall, a
maze of installations and a hidden
cinema. 2000 tickets were sold.
Hidden Door has since been working
on smaller events:
December 2011: Live music and film at
the Third Door: A small event for 200
people, featuring 7 different bands and
10 film makers.
April 2012: ‘Collaboration Sessions’; a
series of discussion-based workshops
bringing creative practitioners together
to discuss the use of spaces such as
Summerhall and the Queens Hall
June 2012: A collaboration with the Tinderbox Orchestra at the Queens Hall, featuring 4 live bands,
12 film makers and a group of visual artists working with young people from different ethnic and
religious backgrounds.
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/LEGAL
Hidden Door is the umbrella name for the activities of
HD Arts Productions Community Interest Company,
(company no. 463355) which was incorporated as
a private company, limited by guarantee under the
Companies Act 2006 on 8th November 2013.
The directors of the company are David Martin, Emily
Tracey, Jack Nissan, Jill Boualaxai, and Matthew
Storstein.
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/CREDITS
The Hidden Door Team
is:
Jill Boualaxai

David Martin

Stephanie Daughtry

Vivien Malzfeldt

Ginny Elston

Jack Nissan

Laura Hickey

Natasha Russell

Claire Hills

Lorna Simpson

Hazel Johnson

Matt Storstein

Pete Lang

Emily Tracey

We would like to thank all the contributors who
have got involved so far for supporting this
project, and all the people who have helped us
get this far.
The Team would especially like to thank Katie
Macphail for putting this document together.
Design: Katie Macphail
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www.hiddendoorblog.org
admin@hiddendoorblog.org

